
Product  Model :  P99G tracker   丨   Region:  Germany

Extreme sports such as water sports and skydiving o�en involve a high degree of risk, so safety of 
outdoor enthusiasts has always been of paramount importance and precau�ons must be taken to 
avoid injuries and death. The compact and portable P99G GPS tracker, one of the perfect choices for 
adventure ac�vi�es, can ensure a safe and sure adventure and provide reassurance for their family 
members and sports clubs. The unit features long ba�ery life and an impressive drop-proof, 
shock-resistant, wear-resistant, and water-resistant protec�ve case, which can withstand more 
extreme condi�ons. During a trip, the device can detect a valid network signal within seconds. With 
the tracking unit, their family members and sports clubs can not only pinpoint their loca�ons 
any�me and anywhere, but also listen in to hear what is happening around these adventurers and 
get accurate sports data, such as the speed, �me, direc�on, height and travelling distance. A�er all 
the data collected is compressed, it can be transmi�ed faster, which gives family members and 
sports clubs peace of mind. If any accidents are around the corner, outdoor enthusiasts can immedi-
ately press the SOS bu�on to send a signal for help. Once receiving the emergency alert, the closest 
police unit will be dispatched to the assigned area, thus ensuring the safety of these adventurers. In 
addi�on, the tracking unit can keep a comprehensive log of their sports performances, which can be 
later viewed from Meitrack MS03 tracking system on a computer or smartphone and used as a 
source for data analysis for sports events.
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GPS Tracking 
for Water Sports



Improve safety of outdoor enthusiasts
Track outdoor enthusiasts any�me and anywhere
Record sports performances

Key Benefits:
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Solu�on:
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About Meitrack:

Meitrack Group established in 2002, is headquartered in Shenzhen, China. Since its founda�on, 
Meitrack has dedicated itself to the on-going pursuit for excellence in the Telema�cs field. In doing 
so, Meitrack has grown to become a leading Telema�cs and solu�ons provider. Aiming at sound and 
stable development and adhering to the strategy of "going global", we have a global reach with 
offices in California, Hong Kong and Taiwan, a growing interna�onal distribu�on network, and capa-
bility to deliver services in more than 170 countries and regions worldwide.
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